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The flow properties in a granular system confined by a rapidly rotated bottom surface and fixed walls are
investigated. Above sufficiently high rotation rates the system enters a state in which the flow is independent
of the driving rate. Further, a nearly constant shear-strain rate is measured throughout the entire system. Optical
and particle imaging velocimetry methods are used to measure the surface flows, and large-scale molecular
dynamics simulations are performed to model the flows both at the surface and in the interior of the material.
The analysis shows a regime of granular flow in which shear banding is absent.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bulk flows in granular materials are ubiquitous and of
great importance �1–5�. The crushing force of an avalanche,
the transport of grain through a hopper, the mixing of phar-
maceutical powders, and the cracking of oil in gas-fluidized
catalyst beds all rely on the unique properties of granular
materials under flow. Granular flows have been divided into
rapid dilute flows and dense flows. Rapid dilute flows are
similar to molecular gases, dominated by two-body colli-
sions �6�. Dense flows are dominated by many-body interac-
tions, occurring when particles have long-lived contacts with
many neighbors �7–12�. Dense flows can in turn be divided
into two regimes: fast dense flows which are dominated by
the inertia of particles and slow dense flows in which inertia
is negligible. Inertia will dominate when the kinetic energy
of a particle is much greater than the energy needed to move
a particle past its neighbor.

Because of their dissipative nature, granular materials will
only flow under the application of a continuous input of en-
ergy. When shear stresses are applied to granular materials
they typically respond by organizing into rigid regions sepa-
rated by narrow shear bands �10 grains in width �7–12�.
Recent experiments have revealed that in the right geometry
regions of shear can be created with tunable widths which
can increase without bound �13–15�. However, all of these
experiments have been conducted in the slow dense regime
in which inertia is negligible. This paper introduces a system
for probing the nature of flows and shear zones that arise
when inertia becomes important. The system consists of a
fixed cylinder and a rapidly rotated bottom surface. This
study investigates, as a function of driving rate and fill
height, the resulting flows in granular materials. A method
for producing systemwide shear is presented, the nature of
which is explored with experimental measurements and
simulational observations. Section II gives background on
prior work, Sec. III describes the experimental and simula-
tional techniques used in this paper, and Sec. IV discusses
the implications of this work and presents conclusions.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Fluids in rotating buckets

Flows inside rotating buckets have long been studied
within the context of fluid mechanics. By considering the

motion of water as it comes to rest with the rotating frame in
a rotating bucket, Isaac Newton found the equivalence be-
tween centripetal and gravitational accelerations as well as
the difference between relative and absolute motion �16�.
More recently, intriguing shear instabilities have been dis-
covered in a rotating bucket experiment modified such that
the walls are held fixed and only the bottom surface is al-
lowed to rotate �17,18�. Such a geometry removes the possi-
bility of the liquid coming to rest with respect to a single
rotating frame. Instead, it creates an intense shear at the in-
tersection of the fixed walls and the rotating bottom surface.
At high rotation rates a change in the topology of the water is
observed. Jansson et al. observed the formation and deepen-
ing of a void in the center of the water in the system. This
void then lost axial symmetry and developed up to six lobes
as the driving rate was increased �17�. Suzuki et al. have
explored the aperiodic switching between the symmetric and
nonsymmetric surface deformations in the same system as
Jansson et al. �18�.

B. Spinning granular materials

Several experiments have been performed on granular
materials using Newton’s rotating cylindrical geometry
�19–22�. Vavrek and Baxter measured the surface height pro-
file as a function of rotation rate and elapsed time �19�. They
found it to depend on the materials internal angle of friction
and proposed a theory which assumes that the surface de-
forms according to the Coulomb yield condition. They pre-
dicted that for ever higher rotation rates the surface will ap-
proach a slope set by the internal angle of friction ��36° for
their experiments� in contrast to water, which will approach a
slope of 90°. Yeung prepared granular systems that were ini-
tially heaped in the center. He then rotated them to discover
a metastable state as the heaps evolved toward the
asymptotic states predicted by Vavrek and Baxter �20�. Yoon
et al. tilted the system and found kinks appearing at the
boundary between an outer region that was stable and solid
and an inner region that was unstable and flowing �21�.

A modified version of a spinning cylinder experiment
consisted of a split bottom cell in which the center of the
bottom is able to rotate with respect to the outer edge and
outer wall. This has yielded intriguing results on shear in
low-inertia granular flows �13–15�. Fenistein et al. observed
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a velocity profile which was fit by an error function with a
width that could grow arbitrarily large and was independent
of the size or details of the granular material used �13,14�.
Cheng et al. �15� extended this work with particle tracking,
MRI imaging, and simulations to measure the internal flows.
They observed that radial and axial shear profiles are quali-
tatively different. While the radial extent is wide and in-
creases with height, the axial width remains narrow and fixed
like a traditional shear band.

In order to study the response of granular materials in a
regime where inertial effects become important I created a
system inspired by the split bottom couette geometry with no
central walls as used by Refs. �13–15�. Inertial effects be-
come important in such an apparatus when the centripetal
force on a grain due to the rotation of the bottom surface
becomes comparable to the gravitational and hydrostatic
forces on a grain. However, without modification a split bot-
tom cell is an unsuitable device for exploring flow behavior
at high speeds when the system height is small for obvious
reasons. For short fill heights if the center of the cell is spun,
then the granular material will be ejected from the spinning
plate and come to rest on the fixed outer edge of the bottom
surface. Likewise, for short fill heights, if the outer region is
spun, then the granular material in contact with the outer
edge will rapidly come to rest with respect to the rotating
frame of the outer wall and bottom surface while the material
in the center will remain at rest with respect to the fixed
central bottom surface. The only geometry which will allow
us to ensure the presence of continuous shear at high rotation
rates for all fill heights is one in which the outer cylinder is
fixed and the entire bottom surface is rotated. In such a ge-
ometry the granular material is driven by the rotation of the
bottom surface toward the source of shear at the interface
between the rotating bottom surface and the fixed walls.

III. METHODS

A. Experiment

A schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in
Fig. 1. The experimental cell consists of a stationary, remov-
able acrylic cylinder �R=95 mm� at the bottom of which a
thick acrylic disk is rotated by a high-speed electric motor. A
smaller cylinder �R=35 mm� may be fitted over the rotating
disk to observe any dependencies on container size. Since
the rotor must be capable of spinning at high velocity and
withstanding the possible uneven loading of the granular ma-
terial, it is securely mounted onto a 1-in.-diam steel drive-
shaft held in place by two high-speed bearings separated by
a distance of 11.5 in. The vertical wobble of the disk is
measured to be less than 250 �m at r=95 mm. The drive-
shaft is spun by a timing belt attached to a 1/2 hp dc motor.
The disk can be spun at frequencies f from 0.25 Hz to 46 Hz.
The frequency is controlled by a digital feedback loop imple-
mented in LabView software. The speed of the disk is mea-
sured by a precision optical encoder �U.S. Digital� with a
resolution of �0.01 Hz. The cell is loaded with a measured
mass m of monodisperse spherical soda lime glass beads
�Mo-Sci. Corp� of diameter d=5.0�0.05 mm and mass m
=0.16�0.01�10−3 kg or diameter d=1.0�0.05 mm and

mass m=0.002�0.0005�10−3 kg. The approximate fill
height H is calculated from the measured fill mass. The top
surface of the rotating disk and inner surface of the stationary
cylinder can be covered with hard plastic delrin or various
grades of sandpaper to change the coefficient of friction. The
spinning disk mates with the cylinders of either size with a
clearance of less than 250 �m, ensuring that beads cannot
get jammed in the gap.

Both the surface height profile of the beads and the sur-
face velocities are measured in the experiments. The surface
height profile is detected using a thin laser sheet mounted
directly above the center of the cell, spreading across the
diameter of the cell �Fig. 1�. The scattering of the laser sheet
at the line of intersection between the laser sheet and the
flowing beads is imaged by a Nikon D70s digital camera at
an oblique angle to reveal the surface height profile. To mini-
mize parallax errors the camera is positioned at a distance of
2.25 m and an angle of 8° from vertical and uses a 300-mm
zoom lens. This results in a horizontal resolution of
35 �m /pixel and a vertical resolution of 300 �m /pixel.
The time-averaged height profile is extracted from long ex-
posure digital photographs.

The surface velocity is measured from high-speed digital
video recordings. A Phantom V7 camera is positioned di-
rectly above the experimental cell, imaging the granular ma-
terial �Fig. 1�. Video is taken at a rate of 8150 frames/s, an
exposure of 30 �s, and a resolution of 608�600 pixels for
a period of 1000 frames. The azimuthal and radial compo-
nents of the surface flow velocity are calculated from the
recorded frames using particle imaging velocimetry �PIV�
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Left-hand side: sample data images of
1-mm beads in a 95-mm system driven at f =10 Hz. Above: high-
speed video image from directly above. Successive frames are used
to compute velocity field using PIV analysis. Below: high-
resolution still image taken of laser sheet illuminating surface. This
image is taken at an oblique angle to measure the surface height
profile. Center: schematic of experimental setup plus data-taking
apparatus showing the experimental cell illuminated by a laser sheet
and imaged by either a high-speed digital video camera or a high-
resolution digital still camera. Right-hand side: diagram of the rap-
idly rotated system with fixed walls. A 1-in.-diam, 12.5-in.-long
steel driveshaft is press fit into two 2-in. high-speed steel bearings
�a�,�b�. Rotation is provided by a timing belt sprocket �c�. The rate
of rotation is measured by a 2-in.-diam, 100-mark-per-revolution
optical encoder �d�. The rotor is affixed to the driveshaft and slides
smoothly on a 7-in.-diam, 0,25-in. Teflon o-ring �e�.
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techniques with the software package GPIV �24�. PIV mea-
sures the motion of a small section of an image between
neighboring frames. In this paper all PIV measurements were
taken between frames separated by 245 �s. Velocities are
then averaged over 1000 frames.

B. Simulational

In the system described, experimental techniques only al-
low observation and measurement of flows at the surface of
the granular material. Simulations are employed to peer be-
neath the surface and more fully understand the resulting
flows. Simulations are done using the Large-scale Atomic/
Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator �LAMMPS� �23�,
but modified to reproduce the shearing geometry of the ex-
periments. Spherical grains are used which interact through
Hertzian contact forces and tangential frictional forces. The
material parameters used to model the spheres are the normal
stiffness kn=2�104 mg /d, tangential stiffness kt=2 /7kn,
normal and tangential viscous damping coefficients �n

=500��g /d� and �t=0, and the particle and wall coefficients
of friction �=0.5, where d and m are the diameter and mass
of spheres and g is the acceleration due to gravity. The co-
efficients of damping and friction are approximately equal to
those in the experimental system. For computational reasons
the stiffnesses must be chosen significantly lower than those
in the experimental system. Although an exhaustive search of
the phase space of material parameters was not performed, I
observed that changing the stiffnesses by an order of magni-
tude, the damping coefficients by an order of magnitude, and
the coefficients of friction between 0.25 and 0.75 neither
qualitatively nor quantitatively altered the results of these
simulations. Dimensions for the simulated cell match those
of the experiments. Simulations are done for 5-mm grains in
both the R=35 mm and R=95 mm geometries and for
1-mm grains in the R=35 mm geometry. Simulations are
done on systems ranging from 150 up to 50 000 particles.

The initial conditions for the simulations are created by
pouring the grains into the cell and allowing them to settle
for a simulated period of 10 s. The rotation of the bottom
surface is then turned on and the simulation allowed to run
for a simulated period of 10 s during which a steady state is
achieved, after which the position and velocity are recorded
for each particle as a function of simulated time.

IV. RESULTS

A. Height profiles

The radial height profile z�r� is measured as a function of
rotation rate f �Fig. 2�. For small rotation rates a gentle de-
pression develops in the center of the system, similar to that
seen in prior studies of rotated granular or fluid systems
�17–22�. As the rotation rate is increased, characteristically
different behavior is found for short filling heights �H�R�
and tall filling heights �H�R�. Systems with short filling
heights undergo a change in topology as the rate of rotation
is increased past a threshold frequency fo. At that frequency,
the height at the center drops to zero and a hole opens up in
the center of the system, through which the rotor surface is

visible. The curvature of the profile also changes markedly,
from convex up to convex down. At extremely high rotation
rates a second threshold frequency is observed, fc, above
which this topological transition is reversed, the hole closes
up, and the surface returns to a profile with a gentle dip in its
center. Figure 3 shows a plot of fo as a function of fill height.
The threshold frequency for opening a hole increases rapidly
and appears to diverge for some fill height less than R. This
suggests that it is impossible to open a hole in a pack of
height H greater than the divergence. Indeed, no such topo-
logical transition is seen in tall systems.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Height as a function of radius for H
�45 mm or 1.500 kg �a�,�b� and H�85 mm or 2.500 kg �c�,�d� of
1-mm beads in a 95-mm system. �a� Height profile for driving fre-
quencies f =1.0,1.5,2.0,2.5,3.0,3.5,4.0,6.0,8.0,10.0 Hz. At low
speeds the surface of the pack is relatively flat. As f is increased, the
surface becomes steeper until a hole in the center opens and grows
wider. �b� Height profile for f =10.0,15.0,20.0,25.0,30.0,
35.0,40.0,45.0 Hz. As f is increased above �10 Hz, the hole
closes and the surface becomes less steep. �c� Height profile for f
=2.0,2.5,3.0,3.5,4.0,6.0,8.0 Hz. As f is increased, the surface
becomes slightly steeper until 8 Hz. �d� Height profile for f
=9.0,10.0,11.0,12.0,13.0,14.0,15.0,16.0,17.0 Hz. As f is in-
creased, the surface becomes slightly flatter.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Plot of the threshold frequency of the
hole opening, fo, as a function of the height of beads added, H. �a�
95-mm system. Solid circles correspond to 1-mm grains, and open
circles correspond 5-mm grains. �b� 35-mm system. Solid circles
correspond to 1-mm grains. Solid lines are guides to the eye.
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B. Surface velocity, shear profile

Figure 4 shows the azimuthal �v�� and radial �vr� surface
velocities as a function of radius for multiple values of f and
H as measured in the R =95 mm system with 1-mm beads.
Figure 4�a� shows the effect of increasing the driving rate f
on v� for a pack composed of 1.500 kg of beads ��45 mm
high at rest�. Below f � 2 Hz the surface azimuthal velocity
increases linearly with fixed angular velocity approximately
equal to the driving rate, revealing that the beads are rotating
as a bulk with minimal slip between the driving rotor and the
top surface. At these low frequencies, however, there exists a
small region of shear between the pack and the fixed outer
walls as evidenced by the dramatic falloff in v� close to the
outer wall.

As the driving rate is increased toward fo�4 Hz, v� re-
veals significant slip occurring between the top surface and
the driving rotor. The very center of the pack still rotates
with fixed angular velocity, although now significantly
slower than f . There is a broad region from r�30 mm to
r�80 over which v� flattens out to a constant velocity of
v��450 mm /s, implying a broad region of shear.

Above fo is a rate-independent regime up to the highest
frequencies measured in which the flow is decoupled from
the driving rate. Figure 4�b� shows the effect of increased fill

height on v� for driving rates in the rate-independent regime
�f =10 Hz�. As the amount of material is increased, the re-
gion of constant velocity increases and the value of v� de-
creases. For packs taller than the maximum height for which
a hole can open �2.000 kg or H�60 mm� there is no longer
a region of constant velocity. Instead, the trend is toward a
rate-independent bulk rotation at an angular velocity which
drops with increased pack height.

Figure 4�c� shows effect of increased f on the radial com-
ponent of velocity vr for the same pack as in Fig. 4�a�. The
data show that, for f =1 Hz, vr=0 at all radii, indicating that
there is no net flow on the surface into or out of the center.
As f is increased, an influx of beads toward the center is
observed �vr is negative� with a characteristic form: the mag-
nitude of vr is zero at the outer wall and grows to a maxi-
mum before falling off to zero again as the center is ap-
proached. Taken in conjunction with the data on v� this
means that individual grains spiral along the top surface from
the outer edge of the system into the center. vr grows with
larger f , and the peak moves toward the center until a maxi-
mum vr is observed at f =10 Hz. For driving rates higher
than this the maximum value of vr drops and the peak con-
tinues to move toward the center. The effects of increased fill
height on vr in the regime in which v� is rate independent are
detailed in Fig. 4�d�. Starting with the shortest systems, as
the height is increased, vr shows evidence of faster flows into
the center with the peak position moving closer to the center.
For systems taller than the maximum height at which a hole
will open vr begins to decrease while the peak position con-
tinues to move toward the center.

For rotational systems the shear-strain rate for velocities
in the azimuthal direction changing as a function of radius
�̇�r is defined such that bulk rotation with a fixed angular
velocity has zero shear-strain rate. Further, since the system
has rotational symmetry and there is no variation of vr with
respect to �, there will be no dvr /d� term. Thus, �̇�r is de-
fined as the difference between the local angular velocity and
the local slope of v� versus r:

�̇�r =
v�

r
−

dv�

dr
. �1�

The shear-strain rate �̇�,r is calculated from the velocity data
by taking a numerical derivative. The data in Fig. 4�c� lead to
the surprising observation that for 1-mm beads in the 95-mm
system a shear field of nearly constant magnitude is present
over a width of at least 60 bead diameters �Fig. 5�.

C. Simulation comparison to observables

In order to calibrate the simulation and ensure that it is
giving meaningful results for experimentally inaccessible re-
gions of the system the simulation must first match the ex-
perimentally accessible data set for surface flows. To elimi-
nate any systematic errors in the comparison of the surface
velocity profiles, the simulated data are graphically rendered
as moving spheres into each frame of a simulated high-speed
data set using the same frame rate, camera location, and
zoom as in the experimental data. The same PIV analysis
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Surface flows for packs of 1-mm beads in
R=95 mm system. �a� Azimuthal surface velocity v� on a H
�45 mm �m=1.500 kg� pack at multiple driving rates f =1 Hz
�solid circles�, 2 Hz �open circles�, 3 Hz �solid triangles�, 4 Hz
�open triangles�, 5 Hz �solid squares�, 10 Hz �open squares�, 20 Hz
�solid diamonds�, and 30 Hz �open diamonds�. �b� v� as a function
of radius at a driving rate of 10 Hz for multiple fill amounts. The
shortest pack is filled with H�7.5 mm �m=0.250 kg� of beads
and plotted as solid circles. Successively taller packs have succes-
sively lower values of v� and are shown in increments of 7.5 mm up
to H�150 mm �m=5.000 kg�. �c� Radial surface velocity vr on a
1.500-kg �H�45 mm� pack at multiple driving rates for the same
parameters as in �a�. �d� vr as a function of radius at a driving rate
of 10 Hz for multiple fill amounts using the same parameters as
in �b�.
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routines as used for the experimental data are applied to this
simulated high-speed video �Fig. 6�. Figure 7 shows the ex-
cellent agreement between surface velocity profiles obtained
from simulation and experiment.

D. Simulation azimuthal velocity

Figure 8 reveals that the experimentally observed broad
shear is not unique to the surface of the flowing pack, but
rather is present throughout the entirety of the system. The
flow can be divided into azimuthal �v��, radial �vr�, and ver-
tical �vz� components. Beginning with just the azimuthal
components, I can obtain the shear-strain rate in both the r̂
and ẑ directions. The velocity profiles and shear-strain rate
profile in the r̂ direction at all heights look qualitatively simi-
lar to those measured on the surface �Fig. 8�a��. The very
bottom of the system comes closest to rotating as a bulk with
a fixed angular velocity, yet still experiences significant
shear-strain rates throughout. However, at larger vertical po-
sitions z the trend is toward a fixed velocity v�, which de-
creases with height.

For systems short enough to open a hole, looking in the ẑ
direction reveals yet another surprise. At every radius r, v�

falls off with the logarithm of z, the height as measured from
the bottom surface, and is well fit by
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Shear-strain rate �̇�,r calculated from the
surface azimuthal velocity as a function of radius. �a� Pack consist-
ing of H�52.5 mm �m=1.750 kg� of 1-mm grains in a 95-mm
system. �̇�,r at f =1 �solid circles�, 10 �open circles�, 20 �solid
squares�, 30 �open squares�, and 40 Hz �solid diamonds�. �b� Pack
consisting of H�22 mm �m=0.100 kg� of 1-mm grains in a
35-mm system. �̇�,r at f =1 �solid circles�, 10 �open circles�, 20
�solid squares�, 30 �open squares�, and 40 Hz �solid diamonds�.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Simulation velocity field superimposed
onto rendered simulated data.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Comparison between surface velocity
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tional �open symbols� data on 5-mm beads in a 35-mm system. Data
presented for fill heights H�5.5 �down triangles�, 11 �diamonds�,
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FIG. 8. �Color online� v� measured in a simulation of 1-mm
beads in an R=35 mm system driven at f =10 Hz. �a� v� as a
function of r at heights ranging from z=.5 mm to 20.5 mm �black
lines� for a 50 000 bead simulation �equivalent to 0.100 kg�. The
thick red line is the velocity at the top surface as a function of
radius. �b� v� as a function of z scaled onto a single logarithmic
curve collapsing data from 12 500 bead, 25 000 bead, 37 500 bead,
and 50 000 bead simulations. �c� The dimensionless fit parameter k
as a function of r for 12 500 bead �squares�, 25 000 bead �triangles�,
37 500 bead �diamonds�, and 50 000 bead �circles� simulations. �d�
The fit parameter v0 as a function of r plotted with the same sym-
bols as in �c�.
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v��r,z� = v0�r�ln� R2

k�r − r0�z� , �2�

where v0 is the fit parameter with units of velocity, k is a
dimensionless fit parameter of order 1, and r0 is the radius of
the hole. All v� can be collapsed onto a single master curve
by plotting v� /v0 versus zk�r−r0� /R2. The fitting parameters
v0�r� and k�r� are shown in Figs. 8�c� and 8�d�.

The shear-strain rate for velocities in the azimuthal direc-
tion changing as a function of height, �̇�z, is defined as

�̇�z =
dv�

dz
. �3�

Thus, using the fitting form of Eq. �2� and the fit parameters
in Fig. 8, I find that the magnitude of the vertical shear-strain
rate for flow in the azimuthal direction falls off as the inverse
of height, �̇�,z�r ,z�=v0�r� /z. The slip between the bottom
surface and the top surface is spread throughout the pack,
just as I found for the slip due to the outer walls by measur-
ing �̇�,r.

E. Convective flow

Measurements of vr along the top surface show beads
spiraling into the center of the system. Simulations reveal
that this is due to a systemwide convective flow �Fig. 9�.
Beads at the bottom surface are dragged along by the rotor
and rotated with the highest v� in the system. As the beads
are pushed outwards, they push the beads in front of them
toward the wall and then up the side wall. The side wall
decelerates v� until the beads reach the top surface and flow
back down toward the center, where the convective roll be-
gins anew. With the exception of the center line of the con-
vective roll the velocity field reveals that there are no “dead
zones” in the pack; every bead is involved in the convective
roll. Further, the convective roll does not rotate as a bulk,
revealing the presence of additional shearing in the r and z
directions.

Figure 10�a� shows the dependence of v̄�, the average
value of v� throughout the system, on the driving rate f . As f
is increased, v̄� converges exponentially to the asymptotic

value which it achieves in the rate-independent regime. The
average velocity of the convection roll can be analyzed in a
similar way by examining the average velocity of convection
v̄conv, which is the average of �vr

2+vz
2 throughout the system.

Figure 10�b� shows that vconv also converges exponentially to
an asymptotic value in the rate-independent regime. Figure
10�c� shows the trend of the asymptotic values of v̄� and
v̄conv as a function of system height. v̄� decreases linearly
with increased system height while v̄conv increases very gen-
tly. If these trends were to continue v̄� would be equal to
v̄conv at H�160. The relationship between v̄� and v̄conv is
shown in Fig. 10�d�.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

I have presented comprehensive measurements of the sur-
face height profile, v�, vr, and vz on the surface and in the
bulk of a rapidly rotated system with fixed walls as a func-
tion of driving frequency f , radius R, and fill height H for
multiple bead sizes.

The existence, and rate independence, of a region of con-
stant velocity v� as revealed in both experiments �Fig. 4� and
simulations �Fig. 7� appears to be a fundamental property of
granular materials in this geometry. The mechanism by
which a constant velocity v� is created independently of the
driving frequency can be understood with a simple model.
Consider a parcel of material in contact with both the rapidly
spinning rotor and the fixed wall. The material is acted upon
through frictional forces by both the rotor and the wall. In
the regime in which the rotor is spinning rapidly enough that
the parcel is always moving slower than the rotor, the rotor
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Averaged velocities observed in simula-
tion of 5-mm beads in a 95-mm system. The intensity plot shows
the azimuthal velocity v� as a function of position. The vector field
shows �vr ,vz� as a function of position revealing the presence of a
convection roll.
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FIG. 10. �Color online� �a� Plot of v̄� as a function of f for
5-mm beads in a 95-mm system filled with H�7.5 �solid circles�,
15.0 �open circles�, 22.5 �solid squares�, 30.0 �open squares�, 37.5
�solid diamonds�, 45.0 �open diamonds�, and 52.5 mm �solid tri-
angles�. �b� Plot of v̄conv as a function of f for the same parameters
as in �a�. �c� Plot of asymptotic value of v̄� �circles� and v̄conv
�squares�. �d� Plot of v̄� versus v̄conv for the same parameters as in
a as f is varied from 0.01 Hz to 400 Hz.
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will accelerate the parcel with an azimuthal force equal to
�mg, where � is the coefficient of friction between the rotor
or wall and the material, and m is the mass of the parcel. The
wall will in turn decelerate the parcel with a force equal to
�mv�

2 /R. By equating these two competing forces, I find that
the parcel will travel with a fixed velocity of v�

�=�gR. Since
the region in which beads are in contact with both the rotor
and the wall is the primary source of shear in the system, the
velocity set there must control the velocities throughout the
system. Thus, in order to drive the system into the rate-
independent regime the rotor must spin with f��v�

� /2�R.
For the 95-mm system f�=4.1 Hz and for the 35-mm system
f�=6.7 Hz, in rough agreement with the data presented in
Fig. 4, which show 3� f��5 Hz for the R=95 mm system
and 6� f��8 Hz for the R=35 mm system �data not shown
here�. While this model is only strictly true for a single par-
cel, it is intriguing to note that it accurately predicts the
azimuthal velocity of grains near the interface between the
rotor and the wall �Fig. 8�.

It can be shown that rate-independent flows for which f
� f� must necessarily be in the fast dense flow regime. A
bead participating in the rate-independent flow will have a
kinetic energy on the order of �m�v�

��2. The force experi-
enced by a bead will be a sum of both the gravitational and
centripetal force. In the rate-independent regime the centrip-
etal force is ��v�

��2 /R which, by the argument given above,
is approximately equal to the gravitational force. Thus, the
energy to displace a particle against both the gravitational
and centripetal forces is on the order of �mgd. The ratio
between these energies is �R /d. Therefore, any system that
is more than a few bead diameters in radius will be firmly in
the fast dense flow regime.

In the regime in which the velocity profile is independent
of f , observations of v��z� reveal pervasive vertical shear
�Fig. 8�. Further, in this regime, the existence of a region of
constant velocity v�, independent of radius r, gives rise,
through Eq. �1�, to a broad region of radial shear across the
system. Taken together, these pervasive shears stand in sharp
contrast to both traditional narrow shear banding �7–12� and
wide shear bands fit by error functions �13–15�.

The relationship between v̄� and v̄conv evident in Fig. 10
illuminates the nature of the relationship between the azi-
muthal flow and the convective flow. Both v̄� and v̄conv tend
toward zero as the drive rate f is lowered to zero. The data in
Fig. 10�d� show v̄conv as a function of v̄� approaching zero
with nonzero slope. Thus, even at small f the convective
flow is still present in proportion to the azimuthal flow. If the
convective flow were a secondary flow, formed in response
to the azimuthal flow, its ratio to the azimuthal flow would

disappear for small enough values of the primary azimuthal
flow. That it does not indicates that the convective flow must
be a part of the primary flow, inextricably resulting from the
mechanical forcing of beads in this geometry even at ex-
tremely low f .

While the fluid systems of Refs. �17,18� were notable for
the appearance of a breakdown of azimuthal symmetry and
the appearance of multilobed structures due to a pronounced
shear instability, no such instability was observed in our
granular system. I suggest two possible explanations for this
disparity. It is possible that the mechanism which is respon-
sible for the decoupling of drive rate from v� effectively cuts
off the magnitude of the shear below that at which the insta-
bility appears. A significantly larger system would have an f�

which grows with �R. Perhaps then the shear instability
would appear at high f in such a larger system. Alternatively,
this could be related to the finite number of beads in the
system. The random motion of a finite number of beads may
be sufficient to disrupt the collective motion needed for such
a shear instability. If I were to go to ever larger systems �or
ever smaller grains�, perhaps the shear instability would re-
appear.

An open question remains as to the origin of the surpris-
ing collapse of v��z� seen in Fig. 8. Why the velocity profile
should be linear and the resulting shear profile �̇�z	1 /z is
unclear. The form of the collapse in Eq. �2� suggests that this
profile is directly tied to the physics determining the opening
radius of the hole in the center of the system.

In this paper I have presented an apparatus for achieving a
regime in granular flow which generates driving rate-
independent flows and systemwide shear. Shear is present
between the center of the system and the outer edge as well
as between the top of the system and the bottom surface.
This geometry may serve as a fruitful starting point for cre-
ating more efficient mixing and coating environments. Since
there are no static zones and shear is present everywhere, it
means that all particles rapidly interact with all other par-
ticles. The velocity profiles are insensitive to the grain size
and container size, suggesting a scale-invariant and perhaps
universal flow field.
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